
Title Author 5th-6th 7th-8th 9th-12th Fiction Nonfiction Description Teacher Notes

As Brave As You Reynolds, Jason x x x Brothers from Brooklyn stay with blind grandpa in Virginia; family 
secrets revealed Distinct voice of narrator

Blooming at the Texas Sunrise Motel Holt, Kimberly Willis x x x Girl's hippie parents die; lives with hard grandpa; surrogate motel 
family Resiliency

Boy at the Top of the Mountain Boyne, John x x x WWII HistFic; Orphaned German boy lives with aunt who is a 
maid at Hitler's "Eagle's Nest"; joins Inferring

Bubonic Panic Jarrow, Gail x x x x Early 1900s immigrants bring Bubonic plague to USA; response; 
research Great fig lang for a NF book

Caraval Garber, Stephanie x x x Fantasy; sisters invited to a sort of mystery dinner type weekend 
where all appears to be an illusion

Carve the Mark Roth, Veronica x x x Futuristic dystopia; given a "gift" (pain/healing); love story Great for sensory imagery; anchor texts

Children of Exile Haddix, Margaret Peterson x x x Futuristic dystopia; children taken to utopia then returned to 
disastrous homes

Themes of discrimination/prejudice without 
skin color

City of Saints and Thieves Anderson, Natalie C. x x x Girl flees Congo to Kenya; learns to live on streets and steal; 
mom murdered; blames rich employer; quest to find murderer 

Crow Smarts Turner, Pamela S. x x One of the smartest species on earth; Not a boring nonfiction

Dreaming Burnland Latham, Jennifer x x x Tulsa Race Riots; murder mystery frames back and forth today to 
1921 Author decision making: why 2 narrators?

Falling Over Sideways Sonnenblick, Jordan x x x Girl is dancer; dad has stroke; family/friends come together to 
help with his recovery Excellent dialogue

Ghost Reynolds, Jason x x x AfrAmer boy, urban, poverty; good at running; coach as mentor Resiliency

Girl I Used to Be, The Henry, Apri x x x Murder mystery; not gruesome; girl in foster care learns about 
parents' deaths; detective story to find murderer Circular structure

Goodbye Days Zentner, Jeff x x Boy feels responsible for death of friends; texting/driving; makes 
amends with some families but sued by one family Theme of redemption and guilt

Great Battles for Boys Giorelo, Joe x x Series of war books; WWII, Bunker HIll, etc.; narrative nonfiction Reluctant boy readers

Grunt Roach, Mary x x Science of cool war stuff; materials used in uniforms; chickens 
flying into planes Similar to Gulp and Stiff

Hidden Figures Shettery, Margot Lee x x AfrAmer women during space race; mathematicians Book better than movie; use after students 
have read the book

Hillbilly Elegy Vance, J.D. x x Culture of southern rural mountain people; what life was like Excellent for high school social studies 
class

In the Shadow of Liberty Davis, Kenneth C. x x x x 4 slaves and the 4 presidents they were owned by

Littlest Bigfoot, The Weiner, Jennifer x x Girl feels like outcast, loner; meets friend like her Message of there's somebody for everyone

Lost in the Pacific, 1942 Olson, Tod x x WWII; covert op by USA to capture Guadalcanal; crash lands in 
ocean; 29 days lost at sea

Short chapters; fast-paced for reluctant 
readers



Marked Girl, The Klingele, Lindsey x x x Fantasy and adventure; medieval world and parallel universe to 
today Episodic; plot-driven

Ms. Bixy's Last Day Anderson, John David x x Teacher diagnosed with cancer; students plan best last day Great beginning of school read aloud; feel-
good teacher book

News of the World Jiles, Paulette x x x 1870 former Conf. soldier travels OK and TX to deliver news; 
must bring Native Amer girl back home

Nine, Ten Baskin, Nora Raleigh x x 4 lives intersect the day before 9/11 and after Great read aloud

Playbook: 52 Rules... Alexander, Kwame x x Motivational and inspirational quotations; poetic Great for a weekly theme

Project 1065 Gratz, Alan x x x WWII HistFic; son of Irish ambassador to Germany; spies for 
Allies; journey to get info out of the country

Raymie Nightingale DiCamillo, Kate x x Father ran away w/dental hygienist; wants to win talent contest to 
get dad's attn; befriends girls in baton twirling class; work together

Sachiko: A Nagasaki Bomb Survivor's Story Stelson, Caren x x x True story of survivor of Nagasaki bomb

Save Me A Seat Weeks, Sarah x x Joe-struggling reader and Ravi-misplaced in remedial class 
because teacher can't understand him; together defeat bully

Scar Island Gemeinhart, Dan x x x Island of juvenile offenders; adults eliminated; narrator feels guilty 
about why he's there Similar to Lord of the Flies

Scythe Shusterman, Neil x x x Futuristic dystopia; no death; scythes kill people; apprentices

See You in the Cosmos Cheng, Jack x x x Boy in poverty wants to be an astronomer; quest to go to rocket 
competition Distinct voice; character who sticks with you

Serpent King, The Zentner, Jeff x x Senior in HS; dad was pastor but now in jail for child pornography; 
feels trapped by poverty and bad reputation from dad

Short Sloan, Holly Goldberg x x Girl struggles with being short; school play Great message and memorable characters; 
char dev

Slacker Korman, Gordon x x x Video game addict forced to do something else by parents; starts 
community service as joke but becomes in charge

Someday Birds, The Pla, Sally x x x Boy's dad in recovery from war injury; quest to visit him; 
birdwatching to cope

Sun is Also A Star, The Yoon, Nicola x x x High school love story; girl about to be deported and high-
achieving boy who always does what's expected

Talking Leaves Bruchac, Joseph x x x Story of Sequoyah told by his son; left by father who returns after 
being outcast for creating Cherokee alphabet

Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane, The See, Lisa x x Desperate family in Southwest China must save and sell tea 
leaves; girl exiled from family

This is Our Story Elston, Ashley x x x Privileged high school boys at hunting lodge; one dies; stories 
unravel

Thomas Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates Kilmeade, Brian x x America's first attempt at being a world power with a navy

Three Dark Crowns Blake, Kendare x x x Futuristic dystopia; queen has triplets who must try to kill each 
other when they turn 16



Unbound Burg, Ann E. x x x HistFic; slave escape to Great Dismal Swamp; written in free 
verse Free verse

Undefeated: Jim Thorpe... Sheinkin, Steve x x x x Narrative nonfiction; Thorpe's early football star for school that 
robbed Native Americans of their culture, traditions

Uprooted Marrin, Albert x x Japanese internment camps

Wandmaker Masessa, Ed x x Fantasy; Harry Potter feel; boy makes wands

Warden's Daughter, The Spinelli, Jerry x x Girl grows up in prison with dad as warden; wants a mother

Watched Budhos, Marina x x x Focus on relationship between Muslim Americans and US gov't; 
narrator is Muslim girl who spies for gov't

We Will Not Be Silent Freedman, Russell x x x Account of youth starting a resistance movement against Hitler

What Elephants Know Dinerstein, Eric x x "Jungle Book" type story; boy learns from the chief mahout of the 
Emperor of Nepal's elephant brigade

Windfall Smith, Jennifer E. x x High school love story

Wolf Hollow Wolk, Lauren x x x Rural NY during WWII; mean girl moves in with grandparents; 
town struggles with her bullying

*Grade level recommendations refers to the age of the protagonist, not necessarily the precise grade the book is intended for

For more information on grade level appropriateness, consult Common Sense Media, School Library Journal, or your librarian


